FRANZ SCHUBERT (1797–1828)
Four Impromptus, D935
No.1 in F minor (Allegro moderato)
No.2 in A flat (Allegretto)
No.3 in B flat (Andante. Theme and five variations)
No.4 in F minor (Allegro scherzando)

FRANZ LISZT (1811–1886)
Vallée d’Obermann
(from Years of Pilgrimage, First Year – Switzerland, S160)
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SCHUBERT
Sonata in A, D664
Allegro moderato
Andante
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Petrarch Sonnet No.123
(from Years of Pilgrimage, Second Year – Italy, S161)
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(from Two Episodes from Lenau’s Faust, S514)
Dear Music Lover

In 1924 a Polish concert pianist named Mieczyslaw Munz arrived in Sydney to perform in an extraordinary six solo recitals over just one-and-a-half weeks in the Sydney Town Hall. In total he performed close to 50 pieces, featuring a huge range of repertoire that spanned from Baroque and Romantic to contemporary artists of the day.

Although Munz isn’t a well-known name in Australia, he was partly responsible for teaching and inspiring tonight’s pianist, someone whose name is much more familiar to us – Emanuel Ax.

Renowned internationally for his artistic and flawless interpretations of piano music from all genres, Emanuel Ax is recognised as a Steinway Concert Artist. As the exclusive agents of Steinway in NSW, Theme & Variations is very pleased to be able to help bring such a high-calibre artist to perform as part of the Sydney Symphony’s International Pianists in Recital series.

We look forward to enjoying this special evening with you.

ARA VARTOUKIAN
Director
Invest in timbre

The capital invested in a Steinway yields a twofold return.

First, the unsurpassed quality and performance.

Second, the proven appreciation of value.

STEINWAY & SONS

For advice on investing in a Steinway Piano, visit the NSW exclusive agents.

Theme & Variations PIANO SERVICES

178 Pacific Hwy Greenwich, NSW, Australia
Ph: + 61 2 9439 5277 Fax: + 61 2 9439 5377
Email: steinway@themeandvariations.com
The idea that purely instrumental music could embody the spirit of poetry came to its full fruition with the Romantic composers. After a childhood in which he was pushed by his father to public attention as a virtuoso prodigy, Franz Liszt discovered for himself a profound love for literature, and especially poetry – such that on his death, his library contained many thousands of books.

Liszt’s instinctive wish to preserve the great poetic achievements of the past found a connection with the new Romantic sensuality in the sonnets of the original Renaissance Man, Francesco Petrarca. Liszt made song settings of Petrarch’s sonnets, and in turn the better known instrumental responses for piano, one of which we hear tonight.

Liszt also championed Schubert, at the time when Schubert’s works were first being published and appreciated. It’s possible the two composers may have met in Vienna, where Liszt toured as a boy – a connection between the golden age of early Romantic music, and the turbulent things to come. In later life, Liszt referred to Schubert as ‘the most poetic musician ever’ – a testament to his love of the elegance and eloquence of the Viennese lyrical tradition.

The third poetic soul in this program is Emanuel Ax – a pianist renowned as an interpreter of both these composers. Sydney audiences have heard him perform their music before (separately and in combination through Liszt’s transcriptions of Schubert songs). Tonight’s recital promises a sweeter concert still.
Franz Schubert (1797–1828)
Four Impromptus, D935 (Op.142)

No.1 in F minor (Allegro sostenuto)
No.2 in A flat (Allegretto – Trio)
No.3 in B flat (Andante. Theme and five variations)
No.4 in F minor (Allegro scherzando)

Are there two sonatas by Schubert in this concert?
No – though Robert Schumann believed the title ‘Four Impromptus’ concealed a sonata, offered as separate pieces to make them more acceptable to a publisher. Had that been Schubert’s aim, he failed. Twice he offered this, his second set of four impromptus, and both times the publishers turned him down. Schott’s Paris agents reported that the pieces were too difficult for ‘bagatelles’. The term is revealing, since Beethoven had pioneered stand-alone character pieces for piano with his first set of Bagatelles, published in 1802. Schumann was right up to a point: these pieces of Schubert were of a scope seeming to transcend their title.

‘Impromptu’, with its suggestions of improvisation, even casualness, and brevity, was not Schubert’s title, but was given by the publisher, Haslinger, to the only Schubert Impromptus issued in his lifetime (Op.90 Nos.1 and 2, the first two of D899). Haslinger was hoping to cash in on the fashion for pieces of this kind, such as the Six Impromptus of Voríˇsek (1822), probably the first to use this title. Voríˇsek, a Bohemian resident in Vienna, was a pupil of Tomáˇsek, whose similar Six Eclogues implied a musical analogy with a short poem. Schubert’s Impromptus are varied in character and form, and he even resorts to a genre Tomáˇsek was explicitly hoping to displace, or improve: the ‘theme and variations’ which had hitherto dominated non-sonata piano music. In fact Schumann didn’t much like the third impromptu of D935, perhaps because it didn’t fit his sonata theory.

Schubert accepted the title ‘Impromptus’, and numbered his second set 5–8, clearly intending them as a sequel. The key relationships, which Schumann noted in support of his ‘sonata’ theory, make the pieces a happy sequence and they are well suited to being played as a whole. But they are not a sonata – rather, in pieces of this type (including the Moments musicaux and the three late pieces sometimes called ‘Posthumous Impromptus’ – D946) Schubert proved the first great master of the
Romantic character piece for piano, more concerned with sentiment than with an argument. For many these pieces have been a gateway to Schubert. As the scholar Brian Newbould remarks, Schubert here often shows a popular facet without any compromises with his true self.

**Impromptu No.1** immediately shows the expanded scale of this set – it begins with a passage that sounds introductory, and is in the form of a modified rondo, or a sonata form without development. After his second theme, Schubert adds another, four times as long. This, Newbould muses, is Schubert the sleepwalker, losing any mundane measurement of time. Schumann imagined a sorrowful hour, as if the musician was contemplating his past. There is a telling interplay of major and minor, with the major key in the reprise proving largely illusory.

The **second Impromptu** – for Schumann the ‘minuet’ – is the simplest and most direct, but its contrasting Trio, in D flat, shows how Schubert can conjure up a sudden dark, powerful climax, with syncopation and a premonitory trill in the bass – then return just as deftly to the opening mood.

The **third Impromptu** is a set of variations on a theme from Schubert’s music for the play *Rosamunde* (1823), which he also used in the String Quartet in A minor (1824). The rhythm (like one in tonight’s sonata), recalls the *Allegretto* of Beethoven’s Seventh Symphony. The variations are catchy, even showy at times – this should have appealed to the publishers, but the third is dark, even passionate, in the minor, and the fourth sonorous.

The **fourth Impromptu** shows a rare side of Schubert: provocative, even witty, in its game of hinting that triple is actually double time. Folk music comes to mind – some say a Czech furiant, some a Spanish dance; certainly the frenetic cimbalom-like flourishes recall the gypsy music imitations of Schubert’s *Divertissement à la hongroise* for piano duet. Scales become more and more wild and lengthy, the end coming extravagantly with a sweep down six octaves to the very lowest note on Schubert’s piano.
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Franz Liszt (1811–1886)

Vallée d’Obermann
(from Years of Pilgrimage, First Year – Switzerland, S160)

Petralch Sonnet No.123
(from Years of Pilgrimage, Second Year – Italy, S161)

Mephisto Waltz No.1
(from Two Episodes from Lenau’s Faust, S514)

There are many similarities in the genesis of the first and second books of the Liszt’s Années de Pèlerinage (Years of Pilgrimage): most of the pieces in both books were conceived in the 1830s during his travels to and from Switzerland and Italy with Marie d’Agoult, a time which saw the birth of the couple’s three children, and for Liszt a period of intense compositional activity, punctuated by a good many concerts. The two books were eventually prepared for publication in their final form by the early 1850s, in Liszt’s busiest period as a composer/conductor at the court of Weimar.

In the case of the Swiss volume, Liszt had selected all but one of the pieces from the previously published Album d’un Voyageur; with the Italian set only three of the pieces had appeared in print in earlier versions – the Petrarca Sonnets. The important difference between the two books lies in the source of inspiration: although various literary references lie in the background of the Swiss volume, the principal imaginative spring is the landscape of Switzerland itself; the second Année draws entirely upon Italian art and literature.

The Swiss volume stands as one of the most important productions from Liszt’s Weimar years – the years of his real coming of age as a composer of international stature, and Vallée d’Obermann (Obermann’s Valley) is one of his finest works. Liszt himself excused its inclusion in a collection of Swiss impressions by pointing out that the French novel (Senancour’s Obermann) which inspired it was set in Switzerland. In its revised version the original two-page preface from Senancour (describing the character of alpine scenery and folk music) is reduced to a dozen lines – ‘Que veux-je? Que suis-je? Que demander à la nature?...’ (What do I want? What am I? What to ask of nature?...) – and a further nine lines from Byron’s Childe Harold introduce this powerful piece:

Could I embody and unbosom now
That which is most within me, – could I wreak
My thoughts upon expression, and thus throw  
Soul, heart, mind, passions, feelings, strong or weak,  
All that I would have sought, and all I seek,  
Bear, know, feel, and yet breathe – into one word,  
And that one word were Lightning, I would speak;  
But as it is, I live and die unheard,  
With a most voiceless thought, sheathing it as a sword.

If the flattery of imitation were anything to go by, then Tchaikovsky certainly admired Vallée d’Obermann sufficiently when he appropriated its main theme for Lensky’s aria in Eugene Onegin.

The three Petrarch Sonnets are intense love songs, rich in passionate harmonies and generous in their melodic flight, and they have long been amongst Liszt’s most beloved works.

Three of Petrarch’s cycle of sonnets hymning the poet’s love for the divine Laura occupied Liszt’s imagination over many decades. The three sonnets were first set as songs for high voice and piano in 1838–39. (In fact they really call for a lyrical tenor who can fearlessly cope with the ossia passages and negotiate a high D flat.) The piano transcriptions were complete by 1846 and published that year. These were revised for the Second Year of Pilgrimage by 1855, and the songs were totally recomposed for low voice in 1861. A sense of the poetry remains crucial to the understanding of the music, and Petrarch’s original sonnet is given here:

SONNETTO CXXIII
I’ vidi in terra angelici costumi,  
et celesti bellezze al mondo sole,  
tal che di rimembrar mi giova et dole  
ché quant’ io miro, par sogni,  
ombre, et fumi.  
E vidi lagrimar que’ duo bei lumi,  
ch’ an fatto mille volte invidia al sole,  
et udi’ sospirando dir parole  
che farian gire i monti et stare i fiumi.  
Amor, senno, valor, pietate et doglia  
facean piangendo un più dolce concerto  
d’ogni altro che nel mondo udir si soglia;  
ed era il cielo a l’armonia si intento,  
che non se vedea in ramo mover foglia,  
tanta dolcezza avea pien l’aere e ’l vento.  
Francesco Petrarca (1304–1374)

SONNET 123
I beheld on earth angelic grace,  
And heavenly beauties unmatched in this world,  
Such that to recall them rejoices and pains me,  
And whatever I gaze on seems by dreams,  
shadows, mists.  
And I beheld tears spring from those lovely eyes,  
Which many a time have put the sun to shame,  
And heard words uttered with such sighs  
As to move the mountains and stay the rivers.  
Love, wisdom, valour, pity and grief  
Made in that plaint a sweeter concert  
Than any other to be heard on earth.  
And heaven on that harmony was so intent  
That not a leaf upon the bough was seen to stir,  
Such sweetness had filled the air and the winds.
The Faust legend also preoccupied Liszt for much of his life, and Goethe’s rendering of it inspired his orchestral masterpiece, the *Faust Symphony*. His other works on the subject were a response in the first instance to Nikolaus Lenau’s dramatic poem, although the late Mephisto Waltzes 2–4, the *Bagatelle sans tonalité* and the *Mephisto-Polka* from the 1880s do not specify the particular source of inspiration. The Two Episodes from Lenau’s *Faust* for orchestra were completed by 1861, but Liszt’s piano version of the ‘Dance in the Village Inn – [First] Mephisto Waltz’, which preceded the orchestra version, had already appeared.

This famous work marks a point of transition to Liszt’s later style. Early critics were shocked by the daring harmonies, especially at the beginning where a devilish pile of fifths is assembled. The original title, ‘Dance in the Village Inn’, refers specifically to a long passage from Lenau’s *Faust*, and Humphrey Searle, in *The Music of Liszt*, cannot be bettered in his paraphrase of the episode:

*Faust and Mephistopheles enter the inn in search of pleasure; the peasants are dancing, and Mephisto seizes the violin and intoxicates the audience with his playing. They abandon themselves to love-making, and two by two slip out into the starlit night, Faust with one of the girls; then the singing of the nightingale is heard through the open doors.*

The solo piano version does not contain Liszt’s quiet alternative ending to the orchestral version depicting the company sinking ‘in the ocean of their own lust’, but has Mephisto laugh, dance, and the vision is abandoned.
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Schubert
Piano Sonata in A, D664

*Allegro moderato*
*Andante*
*Allegro*

The history of Schubert's piano sonatas is one of those rare cases where a very important part of a composer’s work took a long time to be recognised at its true worth, and fully represented in performance. This sonata was for long the exception that seemed to prove the rule. It was relatively short, indeed succinct. It seemed to be easy to play, whereas many of the other sonatas were considered ungrateful by pianists. And here was found the Schubert who was loved for his songs – lyrical and charming – and in the last movement especially, celebrating his local musical heritage, in what one writer called 'a Viennese waltz danced in heaven'.

The sonata's history may explain some of these characteristics. One of the works published very soon after Schubert's death (in 1829 as Opus posthumous 120), it was long thought to have been composed in 1825. Research has since suggested it must date from July 1819, when Schubert spent his summer holiday at Steyr. There he composed the ‘Trout’ Quintet, which shares with the sonata its key, its freshness and the popular cast of its themes. The daughter of Schubert's host was 18-year-old Josephine von Koller; he described her in a letter to his brother as 'a very pretty girl, who plays the piano well and is going to sing some of my songs'.

If Schubert wrote the sonata for her, that may explain its comparatively simple design and only moderate pianistic difficulties. Even so, we should be careful: the very first bar, requiring a spread of a tenth, suggests 'Pepi' must have had big hands. Nevertheless, the light-heartedness of the outer movements does suggest an idyllic love on the part of the composer, and no later Schubert sonata shows the same degree of freedom from care.

This feeling, and what Schubert authority Alfred Einstein calls its pure lyricism, helps explain the sonata’s enduring popularity. It is also a completely satisfying artistic achievement. If the date 1819 is right, this sonata followed a series of sonatas which could be called experimental, many of which remained incomplete,
so that Schubert may have become irritated with his failure to find his way in the sonata genre. The ‘little’ A major sonata may sound a joyous breakthrough. The voice is Schubert’s own, without any tension with classical models, although the rhythm of the first movement’s second subject, a favourite rhythm of Schubert’s, is that of the second movement of Beethoven’s Seventh Symphony, which left such a deep imprint on the younger man.

This sonata is not without darker shadows. The development of the first movement brings octave passages rough and powerful, even aggressive, but the moment soon passes. The turn to the minor before the reprise is characteristically Schubertian. Songlike, the slow movement has a persistent rhythm and a theme distinctive for the asymmetry of its phrase lengths. Einstein finds here a concealed text of happy reconciliation. Musical unity is promoted by beginning with the descending appoggiatura figure ending the first movement, and there are subtle oppositions of major and minor towards the conclusion.

There is no minuet or scherzo (as Schubert’s many four-movement sonatas would lead us to expect), but a finale in sonata form, with the lightest of touches. As William Kinderman points out, the descending scale of the main theme balances the ascending scale of those fierce octaves of the first movement. This seems to dispel any lingering memory of their threat. Schubert, as he often does, begins the recapitulation in the subdominant. This is not a mere convenience to avoid inventing a new bridge passage to the second subject, as is proved by the striking modulations at the point in question. It also enables Schubert to delay the return of the first subject to the tonic key until the coda. Josephine von Koller, if it was she, was given the opportunity to shine in the brilliant figuration, but Schubert’s light touch has its originality, too, in the integration of dance measures – the accessibility of this sonata made it influential, perhaps even on Schumann in the finale of his piano concerto.
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GLOSSARY

APPOGGIATURA – literally, a leaning note; in practice a melodic ornament in which the main note is preceded by a note one step above or below (therefore in dissonance with the underlying harmony), which resolves on a weak beat.

BAGATELLE – a ‘trifle’, or a short, light piece of music, typically for keyboard; first found in music in a 1717 suite by François Couperin, but gained prominence as a genre (albeit with no specific form) with Beethoven’s sets.

CIMBALOM – a Hungarian dulcimer, best known to concert audiences through its use in Kodály’s Háry János.

ECLOGUE – in music a piece in a pastoral character, first used in the 19th century by Tomášek. The term comes from classical literature, where it is associated with a pastoral genre of Greek poetry developed by Theocritus; in Latin Virgil’s Bucolics are an example.

FURIANT – a lively Czech couple dance in triple time, traditionally characterised by changing rhythms (nothing to do with ‘fury’ – in Czech the word refers to a ‘proud, swaggering, conceited man’).

MINUET AND SCHERZO – the scherzo (literally a ‘joke’) as a genre was a creation of Beethoven. For composers such as Mozart and Haydn the third movement of symphonies and some chamber works had typically been a minuet (in a dance-like triple time and featuring a contrasting central section call a trio). In Beethoven’s hands it acquired a joking and playful mood (sometimes whimsical and startling) as well as a much faster tempo.

OSSIA – a musical term used to mark an alternative version of a passage in notated music – an ossia can either be a simpler version (as is often found in 19th-century virtuoso piano music) or an embellished, and inevitably trickier, version (more typical in vocal music).

SONATA – this term can refer to both a musical genre and a musical form. The classical sonata is a three-movement (or, later, a four-movement) work for solo instrument in which the first movement, and sometimes the last movement, is in sonata form.

The term SONATA FORM was conceived in the 19th century to describe the harmonically based structure most Classical composers had adopted for the first movements of their sonatas and symphonies. It involves the EXPOSITION, or presentation of themes and subjects: the first in the tonic or home key, the second in a contrasting key. Traditionally the exposition is repeated, and the tension between the two keys is then intensified in the DEVELOPMENT, where the themes are manipulated and varied as the music moves further and further away from the ultimate goal of the home key. Tension is resolved in the RECAPITULATION, where both subjects are restated in the tonic. Sometimes a CODA (‘tail’) is added to enhance the sense of finality.

In much of the classical repertoire, movement titles are taken from the Italian words that indicate the tempo and mood. A selection of terms from this program is included here.

- Allegretto – lively, not so fast as Allegro
- Allegro – fast
- Allegro moderato – moderately fast
- Allegro scherzando – fast, playfully
- Allegro sostenuto – fast, sustained
- Andante – at a walking pace

This glossary is intended only as a quick and easy guide, not as a set of comprehensive and absolute definitions. Most of these terms have many subtle shades of meaning which cannot be included for reasons of space.
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Emanuel Ax has recorded both the Liszt piano concertos with Esa-Pekka Salonen and the Philharmonia Orchestra. It is available in two separate releases, an earlier one coupling them with Schoenberg’s Piano Concerto and a more recent issue with Liszt’s Piano Sonata in B minor.
SONY 53289 (WITH SCHOENBERG)
SONY 94746 (WITH THE SONATA)
Australian pianist Leslie Howard recorded every note that Liszt set down for piano in a marathon series for the Hyperion label, accompanied by his excellent program notes. For the specific works in this program, seek out:
Volume 38: including the Two Episodes from Lenau’s Faust
HYPERION CDA67015
Volume 39: Years of Pilgrimage – Switzerland
HYPERION CDA67026
Volume 43: Years of Pilgrimage – Italy
HYPERION CDA67107
Liszt Waltzes
HYPERION CDA66201

Broadcast Diary

JUNE–JULY
21 June, 8pm
MOZART AND GRIEG
Michael Dauth violin-director
Jasminka Stancul piano
Grieg, Mozart, Bridge
28 June, 12.05pm
IN BLACK AND WHITE
Dene Olding violin-director
Ian Munro piano
Lambert, Waxman, Mozart
4 July, 8pm
MAHLER 1
Gianluigi Gelmetti conductor
Michael Dauth violin
Shefali Pryor oboe
Matthew Wilkie bassoon
Catherine Hewgill cello
Haydn, Mahler
29 & 30 July, 8pm
SYDNEY INTERNATIONAL PIANO COMPETITION
Nicholas Milton conductor
Finalists to be advised
Mozart concertos

Webcast Diary

Selected Sydney Symphony concerts are recorded for webcast by BigPond and are available On Demand.
Visit: sydneysymphony.bigpondmusic.com
June webcast:
EMANUEL AX PLAYS MOZART
Available On Demand

sydneysymphony.com
Visit the Sydney Symphony online for concert information, podcasts, and to read the program book in advance of the concert.
Born in Lvov, Poland, Emanuel Ax moved to Canada with his family when he was a boy. He studied at the Juilliard School, New York, and subsequently won the Young Concert Artists Award; he also attended Columbia University, where he majored in French. He captured public attention in 1974 when he won the first Arthur Rubinstein International Piano Competition in Tel Aviv. Five years later he won the coveted Avery Fisher Prize.

This season he has returned to several orchestras with which he works closely, including the Minnesota Orchestra, New York Philharmonic, and the Chicago, Houston, Toronto, Pittsburgh, Detroit, and National symphony orchestras. In Europe he has appeared with the Bavarian Radio Orchestra, Philharmonia Orchestra, the London Philharmonic, and the German Symphony Orchestra Berlin. An international solo recital tour took him to London’s Wigmore Hall, the Amsterdam Concertgebouw and Carnegie Hall.

In the 2005/06 season he was Pianist-in-Residence with the Berlin Philharmonic. Other highlights have included performing with his long-standing colleague Yefim Bronfman for the opening gala of the New York Philharmonic in 2006 and recital tours with chamber music partner Yo-Yo Ma.

Emanuel Ax has been an exclusive Sony Classical recording artist since 1987. Recent releases include Strauss’s Enoch Arden narrated by Patrick Stewart; piano duo music by Brahms and Rachmaninov with Yefim Bronfman; and period-instrument performances of Chopin’s works for piano and orchestra. Two volumes of his cycle of Haydn’s piano sonatas received Grammy awards, as did his recordings of Beethoven and Brahms cello sonatas with Yo-Yo Ma. His discography ranges from solo Brahms and Liszt and Schoenberg concertos to Piazzolla tangos and the premiere recording of Adams’ Century Rolls with the Cleveland Orchestra.

This last reflects his commitment to contemporary composers, premiering works by Adams, Christopher Rouse, Krzysztof Penderecki, Bright Sheng, and Melinda Wagner. He is also a devoted chamber musician and, in addition to Yo-Yo Ma, has worked regularly with such artists as Young Uck Kim, Cho-Liang Lin, Edgar Meyer, Peter Serkin, Jaime Laredo, and the late Isaac Stern.

On his most recent engagement with the Sydney Symphony in 2002, Emanuel Ax played Beethoven’s Fourth Piano Concerto with conductor Andrey Boreyko, and appeared in recital.

This week Emanuel Ax is also performing Mozart’s Piano Concerto in E flat, K482, with the Sydney Symphony and conductor Robin Ticciati. Remaining concerts:

- **Friday 20 June** | 8pm
- **Saturday 21 June** | 8pm

**Sydney Opera House**
Founded in 1932, the Sydney Symphony has evolved into one of the world’s finest orchestras as Sydney has become one of the world’s great cities. Last year the Orchestra celebrated its 75th anniversary and the milestone achievements during its distinguished history.

Resident at the iconic Sydney Opera House, where it gives more than 100 performances each year, the Sydney Symphony also performs concerts in a variety of venues around Sydney and regional New South Wales. International tours to Europe, Asia and the USA have earned the Orchestra world-wide recognition for artistic excellence.

Critical to the success of the Sydney Symphony has been the leadership given by its former Chief Conductors including: Sir Eugene Goossens, Nicolai Malko, Dean Dixon, Willem van Otterloo, Louis Frémaux, Sir Charles Mackerras, Stuart Challender and Edo de Waart. Also contributing to the outstanding success of the Orchestra have been collaborations with legendary figures such as George Szell, Sir Thomas Beecham, Otto Klemperer and Igor Stravinsky.

Maestro Gianluigi Gelmetti, whose appointment followed a ten-year relationship with the Orchestra as Guest Conductor, is now in his fifth and final year as Chief Conductor and Artistic Director of the Sydney Symphony, a position he holds in tandem with that of Music Director at Rome Opera. Maestro Gelmetti’s particularly strong rapport with French and German repertoire is complemented by his innovative programming in the Shock of the New concerts.

The Sydney Symphony’s award-winning Education Program is central to the Orchestra’s commitment to the future of live symphonic music, developing audiences and engaging the participation of young people. The Sydney Symphony also maintains an active commissioning program promoting the work of Australian composers, and recent premieres have included major works by Ross Edwards and Brett Dean, as well as Liza Lim, who was composer-in-residence from 2004 to 2006.

In 2009 Maestro Vladimir Ashkenazy will begin his three-year tenure as Principal Conductor and Artistic Advisor.
The Company is assisted by the NSW Government through Arts NSW

Australian Government
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The Sydney Symphony applauds the leadership role our Partners play and their commitment to excellence, innovation and creativity.
A leadership program which links Australia’s top performers in the executive and musical worlds. For information about the Directors’ Chairs program, please contact Alan Watt on (02) 8215 4619.

01 Mulpha Australia Chair of Principal Harp, Louise Johnson
02 Mr Harcourt Gough Chair of Associate Principal Flute, Emma Sholl
03 Sandra and Paul Salteri Chair of Artistic Director Education, Richard Gill OAM
04 Jonathan Sweeney, Managing Director Trust with Trust Foundation Chair of Principal Bass Trombone, Christopher Harris
05 NSW Department of State and Regional Development Chair of Principal Trombone, Ronald Prussing
06 Brian and Rosemary White Chair of Principal Double Bass, Kees Boersma
07 Board and Council of the Sydney Symphony supports Chairs of Concertmaster Michael Dauth and Dene Olding
08 Gerald Tapper, Managing Director Rogen International with Rogen International Chair of Trombone, Nick Byrne
09 Stuart O’Brien, Managing Director Moon Design with Moon Design Chair of Violin, Alexandra Mitchell
10 Andrew Kaldor and Renata Kaldor AO Chair of Principal Oboe, Diana Doherty
11 Andrew Turner and Vivian Chang Chair of Principal Viola and Artistic Director, Fellowship Program, Roger Benedict
12 The Hansen Family Chair of Associate Principal Trumpet, Paul Goodchild
13 Mr Tony & Mrs Frances Meagher Chair of Principal Cello, Catherine Hewgill
PLAYING YOUR PART

The Sydney Symphony gratefully acknowledges the music lovers who donate to the Orchestra each year. Every gift plays an important part in ensuring our continued artistic excellence and helping to sustain important education and regional touring programs. Because we are now offering free programs and space is limited we are unable to list donors who give between $100 and $499 – please visit sydneysymphony.com for a list of all our patrons.

Patron Annual Donations Levels

Maestri $10,000 and above
Virtuosi $5000 to $9999
Soli $2500 to $4999
Tutti $1000 to $2499
Supporters $500 to $999

To discuss giving opportunities, please call Alan Watt on (02) 8215 4619.

Maestri

Brian Abel & the late Ben Garrison AO
Geoff & Vicki Ainsworth *
Mrs Antoinette Albert §
Mr Robert O Albert AO ‡
Alex & Christine Bishop §
Sadie & Neil Burns *
Mr Ian & Mrs Jennifer Burton *
Libby Christie & Peter James *
The Clitheroe Foundation *
Mr John C Conde AO *
Mr John Curtis *
Penny Edwards *
Mr J O Fairfax AO *
Fred P Archer Charitable Trust *
Dr Bruno & Mrs Rhonda Giuffre *
Harcourt Gough *
Mr David Greatorex AO &
Mrs Deirdre Greatorex *
The Hansen Family *
Mr Andrew Kaldor & Mrs Renata Kaldor AO *
H Kallinikos Pty Ltd *
Mrs Joan MacKenzie *
Mrs T Merewether OAM *
and the late EJ Merewether *
Mr James & Mrs Elise Moore *
Mr B G O’Conor §
The Izaak Walton Society *
Mr & Mrs Sandra Salter *
Mrs Joyce Sproat & Mrs Janet Cooke *
Andrew Turner & Vivian Chang *
Mr Brian & Mrs Rosemary White‡
Anonymous (2) *

Virtuosi

Mr Roger Allen & Mrs Maggie Gray
Mr Robert & Mrs L Alison Carr §
Mr Greg Daniel
Ian Dickson & Reg Holloway *
Mr Ross Grant *
& Mrs & Paul Hoult *
Irwin Imhof in memory of
Herta Imhof ‡
Mr Stephen Johns ‡
& Mrs & Mrs Gilles T Kryger §

Ms Ann Lewis AM
Helen Lynch AM & Helen Bauer *
Mr & Mrs David Milman §
Mr Michael J. Perlini *
Mrs Helen Selby *
David Smithers AM & Family §
Ms Gabrielle Trainer *
In memory of Dr William &
Mrs Helen Webb §
Michael & Mary Whelan Trust §
Anonymous (1) *

Soli

Mr David Barnes *
Mr Charles Barran §
Mr Anthony Berg AM
Ms Jan Bowen *§
Mr Alexander & Mrs Vera Boyce §
Mrs Emily Chang §
Mr Peter Coates
Ms Eliza Fairbairn-Smith
Mr Robert Gay §
Holmer Family Trust *
Ms Anne Gamble *
Mr Paul Hotz *
Mr Philip Isaacis OAM *
Mr Bob Longwell
Miss Judith Jernaman §
Miss Margaret N MacLaren **§
Mr David Maloney *
Ms Yvonne Martin & the
Late Mr Lloyd Martin AM §
Ms Mora Maxwell §
and Mr and John van Ogtop
Ms Robin Potter *
Ms Julie Taylor §
Mr Geoff Wood & Ms Melissa Watoes
Ray Wilson OAM & the late
James Agapitos OAM *
Anonymous (4) *

Tutti

Richard Ackland *†
Mr C R Adamson §
Mr Henri W Aram OAM §
Mr Terrey & Mrs Anne Arcus §
Mr David Armitage *
Mrs Joan Barnes *
Mr Stephen J Bell *‡
Mr Phil Bennett *
Nicole Berger *
Mr Mark Bethwaite
Gabrielle Blackstock ‡
Mr David S Brett §
Mr Maximo Buch *
Ms Lenore P Buckle §
A J Butchart *
Debby Cramer & Bill Caukill §
Mr Bob & Mrs Julie Clajempt **
Mr John Cunningham SCM &
Mrs Margaret Cunningham §
Mrs Ashley Dawson-Damer *
Robyn Maia Mary Doyle **
& Mrs J B Fairfax AM *
Mr Russell Farr *
Mr Ian Fenwicke & Prof Neville Willis §
In memory of Hetty Gordon §
Ms Akiko Gregory *
Miss Janette Hamilton ‡
Mr Charles Hanna
Rev H & Mrs M Herbert **
Mr A & Mrs L Heyko-Porebski *
Ms Judy Joye
Mr & Mrs E Katz §
Miss Anna-Lisa Klettenberg §
Mr Andrew Korda & Ms Susan Pearson
Mr Justin Lam §
Dr Garth Leslie *
Erna & Gerry Levy AM §
Mrs Belinda Lim & Mr Arti Orts §
Mr Gary Linnane §
Mr Andrew & Mrs Amanda Love
Mrs Carolyn A Lowry OAM *
& Mr & Mrs R Maple-Brown *
Mr Robert & Mrs Renee
Markovic §
Wendy McCarthy AO *
Justice Janine Matthews *
Mr Ian & Mrs Pam McGaw *
Mrs Barbara McNulty OBE §
Ms Margaret Moore & Dr Paul Hutchins *
Mr Robert Orrile *
Timothy & Eva Pasco §
Ms Patricia Payn §
Mrs Almmt Platti
Mr Adrian & Mrs Dainorne Pitlon
Mr L T & Mrs M Priddle *
Mrs B Raghaban *
Mr Ernest & Mrs Judith Rapee §
Dr K D Reeve AM *
Mrs Patricia H Reid §
Pamela Rogers ‡
Mr Brian Russell & Ms Irina
Singleton
Ms Julianha Schaeffer §
Robyn Smiles *
The Hon. Waiwhitc Smith
Derek & Patricia Smith §
Catherine Stephen §
Mr Fred & Mrs Dorothy Street §
Mr Georges & Mrs Marilise
Teitler §
Dr Heng & Mrs Cilla Tey §
Mr Ken Tribe AC & Mrs Joan
Tribe §
Mr John E Tuckey §
Mrs Merle Turckington *
Mrs Kathleen Tutton §
Ms Mary Vallentine AO §
Audrey & Michael Wilson *
Anonymous (14) *

Supporters over $500

Ms Madeleine Adams
PTW Architects *
Mr John Azarian
Mr Chris & Mrs Mary Barrett *
Doug & Alison Batterson *
Ms Wendy Black
Black Communications &
Dr & Mrs Hanne Boshoff §
M Bulmer
Marty Cameron §
Markovic §
Mr Brian Casey
Mr B & Mrs P Coates *
Mrs Catherine Gaskin Comber§
Jim Comish *
Mr Stan Costigan AO &
Mrs Mary Costigan **
Mr & Mrs A Coventry *
Mr Michael Crouch AO *
M Danos *
Mr Colin Draper
Mrs Francine J Epstein *
& Mrs and David Feetham
Mr Steve Gillett
In memory of Angelica Green §
Anthony Gregg & Deanne
Whittleston §
Dr & Mrs C Goldschmidt §
Beth Harpely *
Mr Ken Hawkins *‡
Dr & Mrs Michael Hunter *
Interstellar Field §
Mrs Gretta James *
Mr Stephen Jenkins *
Dr Michael Joel AM &
Mrs Amanda Joel *
Doctor Faith M Jones §
Mr Noel Keen *
Mr Margaret Keog **
Iven & Sylvia Klineberg *
Dr Barry Landa *
Dr & Mrs Leo Leader *
MARGARET LEDERMAN *
Ms A Le Marchant *
R & Mr C Loyd *
Dr & Mrs C McCarthy *
Mr Matthew McInnes *
Ms Julie Manfredi-Hughes
Kirk & Paul Mason *
Ms J Millard *‡
Helen Morgan
Mr Walter B Norris *
Miss C O’Connor *
Mr R Ogden *
Mr Roslyn Packer AO *
Ms Jill Pain *‡
Mrs Maccarella
Dr Kevin Pedemont *†
& Mr & Mrs Michael Potts
Mr John Reid AO
ADLER FUND *‡
Mr John & Mrs Lynn Carol
Reid §
Mr M D Salamon *
In memory of H St P Scarlett **
Mr John Scott *
Ms Ann Sherry AO *
& Dr John Siwrigiet &
Ms Kerrie Kemp *‡
Margaret Suthers *§
Mrs Elizabeth F Tocque **
& Mr & Mrs Richard Toltz *
& Mr Andrew & Mrs Isolde
Thomson *
Ronald Walledge *
Louise Walsh & David Jordan *
Mrs Lucille Warth *§
Mrs Christine Wenkart
Dr Richard Wing §
Mr Robert Woods *
Jill & Bryan Zander
Miss Jenny Wu
Mrs R Yabsley *‡
Anonymous (19) *

* Allegra Program supporter
* Emerging Artist Fund supporter
‡ Sturt Challenger Fund supporter
§ Orchestra Fund supporter
Sydney Symphony Board

CHAIRMAN
John Conde AO

Libby Christie
John Curtis
Stephen Johns
Andrew Kaldor
Goetz Richter
David Smithers AM
Gabrielle Trainor

Sydney Symphony Council

Geoff Ainsworth
Andrew Andersons AO
Michael Baume AO*
Christine Bishop
Deeta Colvin
Greg Daniel AM
John Della Bosca MLC
Alan Fang
Erin Flaherty
Dr Stephen Freiberg
Richard Gill OAM
Donald Hazelwood AO OBE*
Dr Michael Joel AM
Simon Johnson
Judy Joyce
Yvonne Kenny AM
Gary Linnane
Amanda Love
The Hon. Ian Macdonald MLC*
Joan MacKenzie
Sir Charles Mackerras CH AC CBE
David Maloney
David Malouf
Julie Manfredi-Hughes
Deborah Marr
The Hon. Justice Jane Matthews AO*
Danny May
Wendy McCarthy AO
John Morschel
Greg Paramor
Dr Timothy Pascoe AM
Stephen Pearse
Jerome Rowley
Paul Salteri
Sandra Salteri
Jacqueline Samuels
Bertie San
Julianna Schaeffer
Leo Schofield AM
Ivan Ungar
John van Ogtrop*
Justus Veeneklaas*
Peter Weiss AM
Anthony Whelan MBE
Rosemary White
Kim Williams AM

* Regional Touring Committee member

Sydney Symphony Regional Touring Committee

The Hon. Ian Macdonald MLC
Minister for Primary Industries, Energy, Mineral Resources and State Development
Dr Richard Sheldrake
Director-General, Department of Primary Industries
Mark Duffy
Director-General, Department of Water and Energy
Colin Bloomfield Illawarra Coal BHPBilliton
Stephen David Caroona Project, BHPBilliton
Romy Meerkin Regional Express Airlines
Peter Freyberg Xstrata

Tony McPaul Cadia Valley Operations
Terry Charlton Snowy Hydro
Sivea Pascale St. George Bank
Paul Mitchell Telstra
John Azarius Deloitte Foundation
Greg Jones
Rob Vickery Royal Agricultural Society
Gerard Lawson Sunrice
Grant Cochrane The Land
Sydney Symphony Staff

MANAGING DIRECTOR
Libby Christie
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
Eva-Marie Alis

ARTISTIC OPERATIONS
DIRECTOR OF ARTISTIC OPERATIONS
Wolfgang Fink
Artistic Administration
ARTISTIC ADMINISTRATION MANAGER
Raff Wilson
ARTIST LIAISON MANAGER
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ADMINISTRATION ASSISTANT
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Education Programs
EDUCATION MANAGER
Margaret Moore
EDUCATION COORDINATOR
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Library
LIBRARIAN
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PUBLICATIONS EDITOR AND
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Public Relations
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Public Affairs
PUBLIC AFFAIRS MANAGER
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SALES AND MARKETING
DIRECTOR OF SALES & MARKETING
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Customer Relations
MARKETING MANAGER – CRM
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DATA & ONLINE TECHNOLOGY
MANAGER
Marko Lång
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Marketing Communications
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BUSINESS SERVICES
DIRECTOR OF FINANCE
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